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+ In addition to our project, we want kids with cancer or diabetes to feel included in this place and feel that they 

can do the same activities like other kids. 

+ Bambini is a place of inclusion, respect, healthy life, and learning to love yourself the way you are . Bambini 

involves different activities which help kids, not only to feel healthy mentally and physically, but to feel capable 

to do the things they never have the courage to do. 

+ We know that Bambini can change the way kids see themselves because we know that having anxiety, nutrition 

problems and, in some cases, even cancer or diabetes is not easy. Bambini is a place for kids to feel free and  to feel 

healthy in all ways with the company of their friends and parents, and the good moments that they will have.



+ All the experiences at Bambini are related, we all look to be  peaceful and fun while the kids exercise 
themselves. We seek to create an atmosphere of trust where children can raise awareness about 
developing good habits that may cause a change in their life

+ Each one of the activities are connected,  first the kids will have a place to relax (calm down box 
project) because  we understand that it is difficult for some children to try new things and to be in new 
places. Then we will try to motivate them to do different activities, and to get to know others kids 
(Rally kit project) because it is important for kids to interact with others and to know that exercise 
doesn't have to be boring and hard to do. 



+ Once we have them motivated and with energy, we pass them to do a different kind of exercise routine 
(piccoli project). In this part we will present them some thematic exercise machines especially designed 
for them. After this we will pass them to the zen garden in which they will be able to relax and rest while 
they are with their friends (puzzle seats project). In this final part we want to create some conscience  
in kids, explaining them what is obesity and the consequences of it: diabetes. At  the last part of 
Bambini we will present them a glucometer (bat- glucometer project) and show them how it is used. We 
know that not all kids need to use it but it is important that they know what it is. And we will have 
the option for moms to buy it if their kids need it.
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CALM DOWN BOX  

Kids between ages 7-12 can present some symptoms about depression anxiety and 
other mental issues . It's necessary to take conscious about this problem that may 

lead  several problems at an older age . About the 28.8 percent of the kids present 
some of the typicals  anxieties  .

MONICA PAULINA GARCIA 



USER
MY USER IS ELIZABETH FERNANDA , SHE IS 7 YEARS OLD AND SHE 
HAVE ANXIETY  AND SOMETIME SHE JUST CAN TALK BECAUSE OF 
THE NERVOUS  SHE GET , SHE GO TO SCHOOL , SHE HAD TWO OLDER 
BROTHERS , SHE LIKE PLAYING WITH HER BESTIES , SHE LIKES DOGS 
(NOW) , AND SOMETIME SHE GET BULLIED ABOUT HER ANXIETY 
AND THE NERVOUS SHE GET SOMETIMES . THIS TOYS HAVE BEEN 
HELPING HER TO ENJOY AND DISTRACT EVERY MOMENT SHE IS NOT 
COMFORTABLE , SHE KNOWS THAT EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY IF 
SHE USE THIS TOYS .





Findings 
● the first mock-up DO NOT WORK ON THEM BECAUSE IT WAS SO SIMPLE AND KIDS 

WHO WERE YOUNGER DO NOT REALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT WAS THE POINT OF ALL OF THAT 
● Second mock-up KIDS FELT MORE INTERESTED IN GOING TO A PLACE LIKE THIS AND 

BEING WITH DOGS 
● third mock-up works well, MY USER REALLY FEEL LIKE VERY CALM AND HAPPY TO BE 

WITH PEOPLE AND DOGS SHE REALLY ENJOY PLAYING WITH THIS TOYS 



CALM BOX 
THE CALM BOX IS A BOX THAT 

CONTAINS A COUPLE OF RELAXING 
TOYS FOR KIDS TO FEEL LESS STRESS 

ANYTIME ANYPLACE , THIS WILL HELP 
KIDS TO RELAX WHEN A SITUATION IS 

NOT VERY COMFORTABLE 



DANIEL SALGADO

The children obesity in Mexico has become a problem in the last years. Healthy Life is focus on improving life kids 
based  on exercise and mental health. We will create self confidence in the kids and teach them to appreciate their 

bodies and skills through the activities, improving their mental health. It is not only focus on fight obesity, 
also prevents this.

Healthy Life
Rally Kit



User

My users are Alan (8 years) lives with his 
father’s and brothers, aLan is a normal kid 
without overweight problems and have a 
healthy diet, he also swims after school.

Karla (12 years) lives with her father's and 
eat a lot of junk food, don't do exercise
and spend his days in front of the devices



● Climb the mountain
● Keep the balance through the bridge

● Dig up the treasure
● cross the tunnel
● Target shooting



Target shooting



● A captain in the team
● Love the idea of use the same color 

for each team
● They like the items of the kit
● The possibility of choosing the color
● they have of fun in targetShooting

FINDINGS
● Somebody writes the name for them
● the rally activities are attractive
● The kids feel fine looking at the 

mirror and see that they are healthy 
at that moment

● they understand the idea of taking 
care of their bodies.



consist on physical activities that involve 
several aspects improving their physical 
condition, motor skills. It also includes a 
kit for children (backpack, cap, water bottle 
with a mirror and a shirt) that can be 
personalized with a name, these kits help 
them feel identified with their team.

Healthy Life
Rally Kit



BAT- GLUCOMETER

Mexico is the country with the largest number of children with  obesity. Obesity in children may lead to the 
development of conditions such as Diabetes mellitus type 2. If children continue to keep the conditions that 

favor the consumption of products with high levels of fat, sugar and no nutritional intake, one in three 
children with bad nutritional habits, in the future one in three children will have diabetes at some point in 

their life.  Today about 2% of children are living with diabetes.
FERNANDA BERISTAIN GLEZ. A01372277



My user is Valeria, she IS 9 YEARS OLD. sHE LIVES WITH HER MOM, DAD AND 
SISTER. SHE HAS Diabetes mellitus type 1. She inherited THIS DISEASE 
FROM HER FATHER.  sHE HAS TO TEST HER BLOOD SUGAR LEVELS TWICE A DAY, 
IN THE MORNING AND IN THE EVENING. SHE BRINGS HER GLUCOMETER TO 
SCHOOL, SHE TEST HER BLOOD IN THERE. tHE GLUCOMETER THAT SHE USES IS 
VERY BASIC, LOOKS LIKE A CALCULATOR AND IS BLUE- GRAY. sHE FEELS WEIRD 
BECAUSE OF HER DISEASE, SHE THINKS ONLY OLD PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE 
DIABETES. SHE LIKES TO EAT A LOT ON JUNK FOOD AND SWEETS BUT HER MOM 
MODERATES THAT KIND OF FOOD.

USER



BAT- GLUCOMETER
This concept of glucometer  is directed for kids with diabetes that need to 
test their blood sugar levels daily. This glucometer is meant to make the 
finger pricking experience a little more fun, a little less scary and is 
easier to use for kids who have to test their blood glucose levels. It's 
really easy to use, push the wing to take the strip out, insert the blood 
strip, place your finger inside his mouth, push slowly to activate the 
finger pricker and touch the strip to get the analyzing process going. 
With this product I want kids to have a better experience when testing 
their blood, so they will feel comfortable doing it. This will use an app 
for smart-phones and the data from the test will be send to it. 



IN THE FIRST PART OF MY MOCK- UP PROCESS I WANTED TO TEST 
THE FIRST SHAPE OF MY PRODUCT. THE ONLY THING I WANTED TO 
TEST IS WHAT THE KIDS THOUGHT OF THE DESIGN, IF THEY LIKED 
IT. fOR THIS, I MADE MY MOCK- UP WITH CLAY SO IT WOULD BE 
EASY TO CHANGE SOME DETAILS, AND THE KIDS WOULD BE 
COMFORTABLE TESTING IT  AND CRITICIZE  IT BECAUSE IT 
DIDN'T LOOK LIKE A FINISHED WORK.

1ST MOCK- UP



2nd MOCK- UP
In this mock- UP I wanted to test the shape of the glucometer 
making it more resistant and adding it color and a better shape. 
Also  I wanted to test  how kids would react to it.  

The kids liked the idea of having something to test their blood sugar levels that does not look like medical 
equipment.
They would like that the “Bat- Glucometer” come in different colors (blue, red, pink, purple).
They said they needed graphics oR sign in the glucometer to know where to place the test strip.
The glucometer should be smaller. 

FINDINGS



In my second mock- up I was interested in testing how the 
glucometer would work and if the kids understood how to use it. 

3TH  MOCK- UP

The kids were able to hold with one hand the glucometer, the size was 
ok for their hands and needed less space when putting it in their 
backpacks. They liked that  the glucometer can be personalized 
(colors, maybe name it). With this form they understood easier how 
it works, but they still needed to hear how the whole system worked. 
In this version they knew where the test strip comes out and where to 
place it. I need to come up with an idea on how the kids will know 
which wing to push.

FINDINGS



In Mexico children don’t have a sports culture, because most of time kids do exercise at school and this activity 
seems (for them) like something boring. The lack of exercise can affect their health physical-Emotional-

Intellectual in a considerable way they can develop different kind of illness like diabetes, depression, low self-
esteem and others. 

Piccoli

Nayeli Jiménez G. A01168717



He is Aiko Vega,it has 12 years old.
He lives with their parents and sister. He used to had 
obesity since he has 6. This disease increased because he 
didn’t had had good habits. Since he was diagnosed  he 
had to eat healthy food and do exercise at least 3 days at 
week. He love to run, his dream is to run in marathons . 

User



“I think it’s an 
excellent idea to 
have a gym that 
suits the things we 
like.”
-Cecilia, 10 years

“I like it”
-Bruno, 14 
years “I want to have a 

space specially 
designed for us.”
-Máximo, 13 years

Users





Children felt more comfortable with the second mockup.

They wanted to have more characters.

They told me that they would do exercise if they had one device near home. 

dynamic routines. 

Variety of forms and colors. 

Findings



The devices will be designed especially for 
them, like the exercise routines they 
perform. These devices are visually 
attractive for children to feel comfortable 
and motivated to make use of them, each 
has a theme on something they like them as 
cartoon characters, video games, action 
figures, movies, and more.

PICCOLI



Treadmill Routine

                              Popeye                                                                      Routine



the colors and shapes are a great stimulant for kids, they could express their feelings by 
colors , for example red is one of the favourite colors of kids , this color can express vitality 
, energy, love and other emotions. the shapes  improves their capacity to understand the space 
and form and when they mix colors and shapes they can express their emotions  

puzzle seats 



My user is Fernanda , she is 8 years and she lives with 
her mom. She likes to play with her cousin Andrea in 
the park  . She likes colors and shapes because they are 
great so she can create new things using it.  
Fernanda is always moving or jumping and she likes 
things that she can move easily so she can take them 
outside.

Fernanda doesn't feel comfortable with his weight, 
because she has a little tummy. 

User 
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They like the form because they can play with it, also they can put together or separate 
and create different shapes and make it large or short.
They would like to move the seats or revolved
That were light and easy to move
That they have different bases
That the seats were colored
To all the seats form a figure together.
That they could make many combinations
They like the figures  in that forms the puzzle 

findings 



Puzzle seats, what are they ?
The puzzle seats  idea arose when I realized that the seats in the waiting room 
or treatment room for children were typical boring couches or chairs, 
without  Color and form.
Designed as a puzzle piece and modular way , it is for the purpose that children 
can play with form, when joining Seats And whatever they combine colors . 
ALL THIS for  feel free and have a good time while they are relaxing.
With these seats Children can decide whether Unite all seats and relax together 
as a group or just two pieces come together and relax individually.



If bambini fulfills, the main objective that is to create an awareness on children of the 
importance of having a healthy lifestyle, then Bamini could move from a pilot company into 
a national company in which may add other activities that meet the needs of the kids. This 
Bambini could begin to spread nationally and even could become an international company. 
This benefits both Bambini and children, because , Bambini would begin to spread nationally 
and even would become an international company. And children will know and have access to 
it more easily. The main objective of this is to eradicate disease because of lack of exercise, or 
if you already live with it, then have a pleasant life through educational and fun activities.

What if bambini is successful ?


